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OTC Markets Group 
Joining us today is Morgan Lekstrom the president and CEO of Silver Hammer 
Mining that trades on our OTCQB Venture Market under the ticker HAMRF Silver 
Hammer Mining Corp is a junior resource company acquiring and exploring. Past 
producing silver mines and the western USA it is focused on the cor eileen mine 
district in Idaho and the eliza silver project in the historic Hamilton District as well 
as the silverton silver mine both in Nevada. Morgan thanks so much for joining us 
today. 
 
Morgan Lekstrom 
Yeah, thanks for having me appreciate it. 
 
OTC Markets Group 
So Morgan you were recently appointed president and CEO of Silver Hammer tell 
us how your professional experience and how it translates to your new role with 
the company. So. 
 
Morgan Lekstrom 
It's it. It was a but natural progression I would say in my career to go from building 
mines around the world working for companies such as freeport macmarand in 
Indonesia working on large sites like the togoy project in Mongolia and spending 
time in Africa and bringing. Past producing minds back to life. So as I said it was it 
was a very natural progression to join a junior mining company. That's looking at 
building a significant producing company with large exploration payoff and the way 
that my experience translates directly across is as we explore I am able to. Pull 
the right team members in and as myself look at how we can turn these assets 
into production but also keep focused on that large exploration payoff for our 
shareholders. 
 
OTC Markets Group 
So can you update us some developments for your flagship project sites. 
 
Morgan Lekstrom 
Absolutely let's start with our flagship mine. The silver strand in the quaurlane 
mining district in Idaho so we picked up that project and actually we started the 
company in may we picked up that project in late June and then I joined the 
company and we were able to expedite the permitting. And the drilling programs 
by utilizing the existing underground and going back and rehabilitating it by doing 
that we were able to have a very cost effect method of drilling underground and 
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testing for that mineralization. You know what we were really looking for there was 
there's a past producing mine and it had produced. Up into the mountains. So as 
you enter it was going up. We wanted to prove the thesis that there was strong 
mineralization of gold and silver below that and we were able to do that in a very 
very efficient cost effective manner by utilizing that existing underground but also 
having a large. Ah, land package there. We started to do some tests along surface 
and sampling and we're finding gold and silver mineralization all the way across 
that five kilometer land package so we're really excited to start testing that in the 
future now we transition down to our projects in Nevada we picked those up in 
September. We successfully executed sampling geochemistry on one of our 
projects and sampling program on the eliza project and that gives us a clear 
definition of what we need to complete at the start of this year to get to that drill 
targeting standpoint and the geological understanding. So. All 3 very exciting and 
large potential assets. 
 
OTC Markets Group 
So talk about the strategic advantages you have in the region. 
 
Morgan Lekstrom 
Yeah, so the advantage for us is that we were able to expedite our silver strand 
project into drilling and work with the us forest service hand in hand in Idaho to get 
the permits to drill the surface by utilizing a new drilling method. In the us and and 
working with the drilling contractor to come up with an environmentally friendly and 
low impact way to drill on surface as well utilizing that existing underground for 
that. Very good. Ah ROI on drilling and that makes us unique in in the fact that we 
now have the ability to drill and to test all these surface anomalies and surface 
exposures that we found during this summer season without having to run a 
rigorous 2 wo-year program like a lot of other folks are having to do so we're 
bringing in new technology. We're advancing it very quickly. And in a very 
methodical method but also proving our concepts over and over and over. 
 
OTC Markets Group 
So excellent Morgan can you talk about the types of trends you are seeing in the 
global silver market. 
 
Morgan Lekstrom 
So it's interesting I think that the silver market isn't trending the way it traditionally 
would you know you see inflation skyrocketing usually silver and gold would 
increase. But I think in in this my own opinion that having cryptocurrency in there. 
And in taking that investor focus away from the traditional gold and silver hedges. 
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You've created a weird inverse or an inflection point. So that I think actually what's 
going to happen is as we progress and the easing happens. Um, the. Silver and 
gold price are actually going to do a bit of a reversal and they're going to go up 
even though we're bringing they're trying to taper on the inflation I think it's going 
to create a commodity boom because we have not had enough investment into 
this sector. But also there hasn't been enough. Investors coming into this sector 
and seeking that you know safe haven that commodities give but also with the 
green technology happening in the silver space that massive increase in demand 
for silver is is right around the corner they say by 2032 or by 2030 I think it's near 
double. And there is not enough capacity out there right now in the silver market to 
do that. So it's going to be an exciting few years and I think for Silver Hammer it's 
going to be an exciting year this year because this is a year I think we get very big, 
really quick. 
 
OTC Markets Group 
What is in the pipeline for Silver Hammer in 2022 
 
Morgan Lekstrom 
It's a great question. Well we completed all the work. We said we're going to do in 
2021 if not quite a bit more by adding our 2 Nevada assets in getting that drill 
program completed now looking into 2022. It's that continuation on our flagship. 
Mine. The silver strand mine. Continuing to drill tests that to depth just like the 
large mines in the area they go down very deep down to about eighteen hundred 
meters or for some folks in the us that's just about Eight thousand feet um we 
want to test that but we also want to test a long strike. So that whole five kilometer 
land package where there's these outcrops and our geologists have identified 
areas that hold silver and gold grades. We want to start testing those to prove that 
silver strand not only is a single vein mine that it's also a multivain large 
exploration potential mine. While concurrently developing plans and drill programs 
that are Nevada assets that lies in Silverton by running geophysics and sampling 
programs those assets also have extremely high potential given that you know I'll 
talk about the Eliza asset. Sampling we did last year at very high grade silver 
Fifteen hundred and forty grams but also high grade copper just under 7 % and 
lead in zinc so there is ah there is a very large potential for copper porph free on 
our eliza project and our silverton project now. Also. We're looking at what we're 
doing there and we actually just started doing work on that this week just doing 
some sampling work and some more geological understanding so lot of 
progression happened in a short order in our on our flagship mine and by bringing 
these assets in and we're looking to keep up that momentum in that trajectory 
going forward. 
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OTC Markets Group 
Silver Hammer recently began trading on the OTCQB Venture Market and has 
also traded on the csc how does cross trading on the OTCQB Market enhance 
your investor strategy here in the US. 
 
Morgan Lekstrom 
It really opens up for us that American influence in the in the American investors 
being that we're mainly focused on the western United States we wanted to make 
sure that we had a means for. Um, folks in the United States to invest in our 
company and it really just brings awareness the OTCQB Market is very well 
known and has a strong outreach so being dual listed really opens up that Canada 
and us market that we wanted to do and it's very common in the industry. For 
junior mining companies especially ones working in the United States 
 
OTC Markets Group 
So well, it's been a pleasure talking with you today Morgan thanks for your time 
Silver Hammer mining trades under the symbol HAMRF on our OTCQB Venture 
Market. 
 
Morgan Lekstrom 
Thank you very much I appreciate it. 
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